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The awards continue to flood in…

T

his is one of Bath’s
premier restaurants, with
an elegant interior set in
a stunning high-ceilinged
Georgian building, with three
magnificent glass domes towering
above you. It’s worth a visit for
the decor and ambience alone the perfect accompaniment to the
outstanding, reasonably priced
cuisine. The professional, friendly
service is an excellent taster for
the fresh, aromatic food to come.
Over the years, the Choudhury
brothers have been on the
receiving end of a host of awards
and accolades, from Les Routiers
recognition to an AA rosette, with
lots of glowing reviews along the
way. ‘This cavernous Georgian
hall makes an extraordinary
setting, specialising in Bengali
and northern Indian cuisine …
crisp, fresh cooking and good
ingredients,’ wrote The Times.
‘This is the place to visit …
outstanding Indian,’ said Vogue.
And according to the Observer,
‘You get your money’s worth.’ The
British Curry Awards 2005/06
voted them among the South
West’s top five eateries and the
top 30 in the UK, while the Good
Curry Awards 2007/08 awarded
them number one in the South
West and a place among the UK’s
top 30 restaurants. The awards
continue to flood in.
The mahal of exquisite Indian
cuisine, The Eastern Eye,
internationally renowned for
its excellence, is definitely not
to be missed.
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Price
Starter from
£2.95, tandoori
from £8.95, balti
from £8.50
Drinks
Well-chosen
wines, btld beers,
soft & hot drinks
Open
Daily
12noon–2.30pm &
6–11.30pm
Sample Menu Starter Chicken
chandan (lightly spiced spring
chicken, cooked in a tandoori
oven Main Lamb sula (spiced
lamb, marinated in yoghurt with
herbs, barbecued in a tandoori
oven); Lamb or chicken tikka
nowabdar (very mild, cooked in
roasted cashew nut butter sauce)
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